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Two-phase scenario for the metal-insulator transition in colossal magnetoresistance manganites
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Recent experiments indicate the coexistence of localized and itinerant charge carriers close to the metal-
insulator transition in the ferromagnetic phase of colossal magnetoresistive manganese perovskites. For a
theoretical description of the colossal magnetoresistance transition we propose a two-phase model of compet-
ing insulating polaronic and ferromagnetic metallic phases with equal hole densities. We find that the subtle
balance between these two phases with distinctly different electronic properties can be readily influenced by
varying physical parameters, producing various ‘‘colossal’’ effects, such as the large magnetization and con-
ductivity changes in the vicinity of the transition temperature.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The transition from a metallic ferromagnetic~FM! low-
temperature phase to an insulating paramagnetic h
temperature phase observed in some hole-doped manga
oxides@such as the perovskite family La12x(Sr,Ca)xMnO3#
is associated with an unusual dramatic change in their e
tronic and magnetic properties. This includes a spectacul
large negative magnetoresistive response to an applied m
netic field—sometimes termed colossal magnetoresista
~CMR!—which might have important technologica
applications.1 Starting with the pioneer papers of Jonker a
van Santen half a century ago,2 this challenging behavior ha
stimulated a considerable amount of experimental and th
retical work,3–5 however, much of the basic physics of th
CMR still remains controversial.

Early studies on lanthanum manganites concentrated
the link between magnetic correlations and transport and
tributed the low-T metallic behavior to Zener’sdouble-
exchange mechanism,6–8 which maximizes the hopping of
strong Hund’s rule coupled Mneg electron in a polarized
background of the core spins~Mn t2g electrons!. The quan-
tum version of this process has been described by Kubo
Ohata.9 Although there is not much controversy about t
qualitative validity of the double-exchange scenario to sta
lize this FM ‘‘Zener’’ state, it has been argued that phys
beyond the double-exchange scenario is important not o
to explain the very complex phase diagram of t
manganites10,11 but also the CMR transition itself.12,13 The
difficulty is that magnetic scattering of itinerant charge c
riers ~doped holes! from enhanced fluctuations nearTc is the
exclusive mechanism to drive the metal-insulator transit
in the double-exchange-only models. However, even co
plete spin disorder does not lead to a significant reductio
the electronic bandwidth and therefore cannot account
the observed scattering rate14–16 ~cf. also the discussion in
Refs. 17 and 18!.

In view of this problem, it has been suggested th
orbital19–23and, in particular,lattice effects12,24–27are crucial
in explaining the CMR phenomenon. The argument was
the electron-lattice coupling is known to be strong in at le
some members of the perovskite manganese family
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tends to localize doped hole carriers assmall polaronsby
changing the ratio of the energy gain through polaron form
tion to the conduction band kinetic energy.14,28 Clearly this
ratio is extremely sensitive to changes of the magnetic c
relations by varying magnetic field, temperature, and car
concentration.14,28 There are two types of lattice distortion
that are important in manganites. First the partially filledeg
states of the Mn31 ion can be affected by Jahn-Teller disto
tions, i.e., the system can gain energy from a quadrup
symmetric elongation of the oxygen octahedra that lifts
eg degeneracy.29,30A second possible deformation is an is
tropic shrinking of a MnO6 octahedron. This ‘‘breathing’’-
type distortion couples to changes in theeg charge density,
i.e., is always associated with the presence of a Mn41 ion. In
the lightly doped region of the phase diagram, holes
pinned onto Mn41 sites by locally ‘‘undoing’’ the coopera-
tive Jahn-Teller distortion, i.e., forming so-called ‘‘anti Jah
Teller polarons’’.31 As pointed out in a recent paper by Bil
inge et al.,32 this perspective is not appropriate, or at leas
misleading, in the heavily doped material, when the hig
temperature polaronic state is approached from the FM
tallic phase, because there are initially almost no Jahn-Te
distorted octahedra. In this regime, both, breathing-mo
collapsed (Mn41) andJahn-Teller-distorted (Mn31) sites are
created simultaneously when the holes are localized in p
ing the metal-insulator transition. To avoid any confusion,
what follows, we refer to a ‘‘polaron’’ as a doped charg
carrier~hole! that is quasilocalized with an associated latti
distortion.32 The relevance of small polaron transport abo
Tc is obvious from the activated behavior of th
conductivity.33 Consequently many theoretical studies f
cused on polaronic approaches.15,34–39 Polaronic features
have been established by a variety of experiments. For
ample, high-temperature thermopower40,41 and Hall mobility
measurements42 confirmed the polaronic nature of charg
carriers in the paramagnetic phase. More directly the e
tence of polarons has been demonstrated by atomic
distribution,43 x-ray, and neutron scattering studies.44–46 In-
terestingly it seems that the charge carriers partly retain t
polaronic character wellbelow Tc , as proved, e.g., by neu
tron pair-distribution-function~PDF! analysis47 and very re-
cent resistivity measurements.48 Moreover, there have bee
©2001 The American Physical Society13-1
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predictions, based on x-ray-absorption fine-structure~XAFS!
data,49 that small octahedral distortions persist at low te
perature, forming a nonuniform metallic state. Particula
striking in this respect is the direct relationship between
structural distortions and the magnetism of the CM
perovskites.50 That means that even the nature of the F
low-temperature phase is not yet completely resolved. O
ously manganese oxides, above and belowTc , are in the
subtle regime where many different tendencies are in c
petition and it seems that more refined ideas are neede
explain the main properties of these materials.

Realizing thatintrinsic inhomogeneitiesandmixed-phase
characteristicsexist and might play a key role in manga
ites, two-phase models describing the coexistence
interplay of localized and itinerant carriers have recently
tracted a lot of attention~for a review see Ref. 5!. For ex-
ample,phase separationscenarios involving phases withdif-
ferentelectronic densities have been adopted to describe
mixed-phase tendencies in manganites.13,51 These ap-
proaches are particularly meaningful in the limits of sm
(x,0.1) and high (x;1) hole densities, where nanomete
scale coexisting clusters have been reported. In the C
regime (0.15,x,0.5), however, several experimen
reported clusters as large as micrometers in size.52,53 Of
course, suchmm-sized domains, if charged, are energetica
unstable because of the electroneutrality condition enfor
by long-range Coulomb repulsion. Therefore an alterna
concept, where the metal-insulator transition and the ass
ated magnetoresistance behavior is viewed as apercolation
phenomenon, was analyzed theoretically54–56 and now has a
substantial experimental support by pulsed neutron,57 elec-
tron microscopy,53 Mössbauer,58 and scanning tunne
spectroscopy52 studies.

Motivated by this situation, in the present work we pr
pose an approach to the metal-insulator transition in man
nites that takes into account the percolative coexistenc
two ‘‘intertwined’’ equal-densityphases: metallic double
exchange dominated and polaronic insulating. The transi
is driven by a feedback effect that, atTc , abruptly lowers the
number of delocalized holes, i.e., conducting sites, leadin
an collapse of the bandwidth of the Zener state. The phys
picture behind our approach is corroborated
x-ray-XAFS,50 PDF,32 and neutron scattering data,59 which
indicate that charge-localized and -delocalized phases co
close to the CMR transition. Further support comes fr
zero-field muon spin relaxation and neutron spin ec
measurements,60 reporting two time scales in the FM phas
of La12xSrxMnO3, where the more rapidly relaxing compo
nent has been attributed to spins inside the overlapping
tallic region and the slower Mn-ion relaxation rate was as
ciated with polarons that occupy a diminishing volum
fraction as the temperature is lowered.

II. TWO-PHASE MODEL FOR THE CMR TRANSITION

To set up a two-component description of the met
insulator transition in CMR manganites, let us first char
terize the two competing phases. For the delocalized ph
we assume that the conditions leading to the familiar dou
10441
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exchange model are fulfilled. This means we consider
limit of large Coulomb and Hund’s rule couplings and d
scribe theeg holes by a single band model, where the orbi
dependency of the hopping enters via an effective b
structure.61 The insulating phase is modeled as built up
localized Jahn-Teller and breathing-type distortions, i.e., i
approximated by a band with negligible dispersion.

A. Delocalized Zener state

The degeneracy of theeg states in~cubic! manganese
oxides implies that the itineranteg electrons carry an orbita
degree of freedom, namely,u5u3z22r 2& and e5ux22y2&
~remember that the Jahn-Teller distortion, lifting theeg de-
generacy, vanishes in the highly doped low-temperature
tallic phase!. Consequently theeg electron transfer amplitude
between neighboring Mn sites is anisotropic and depends
the orbital orientation,62,63

tab
x/y5

t

4 F 1 7A3

7A3 3 G , tab
z 5tF1 0

0 0G ~1!

with a,bP$u,e%. The orbital pseudospin is not a conserv
quantity. If we neglect on-site Coulomb repulsion for th
moment, the dispersion of the corresponding~noninteracting!
two-band (z56) tight-binding Hamiltonian is given by

«kz
(0)52t@coskx1cosky1coskz6~cos2 kx1cos2 ky

1cos2 kz2coskx cosky2cosky coskz

2coskz coskx!
1/2#. ~2!

This band structure yields the density of states~DOS! de-
picted in Fig. 1~cf. also Ref. 28!. Although the results will
not change dramatically using an~isotropic! simple cubic or
even constant DOS, we employ this anisotropic DOS for

FIG. 1. Density of states corresponding to the band dispers
~2! @W56t denotes the bare bandwidth#. Dotted lines give the DOS
of the two z-subbands. At optimal dopingx.0.3, the chemical
potentialm0[m(T50) is located near the lower maximum of th
DOS.
3-2
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TWO-PHASE SCENARIO FOR THE METAL-INSULATOR . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 104413
the calculations presented below. However, to account
the strong Hund’s rule and large on-site Hubbard interac
(U@JH@tab

x/y/z reflects the situation in the manganites64,65!,
we insert some modifications. On one hand, the~two-band!
DOS in Fig. 1 is normalized to one to prevent double oc
pied sites. This leads to an additional prefactor 1/2 in
(k,z) summations. On the other hand, combining the act
of the Zener double exchange with the percolative approa
the bandwidth of the Zener state is renormalized, leading
the effective hole band

«̄kz5p( f )g S̄@S̄l#«kz
(0) . ~3!

That is, in our model the renormalization of the band ene
of the Zener state is driven by two mechanisms.

At first, introducing an effective fieldl5bgmBHeff
z that

tends to order the ion spins in thez direction, we have the
temperature- and field-dependent band narrowing due to
Kubo-Ohata factor9

g S̄@z#5
1

2
1

S̄

2S̄11
cothS 2S̄11

2S̄
zD

3Fcoth~z!2
1

2S̄
cothS z

2S̄
D G . ~4!

Here S̄5S11/2 refers to the total 3d spin of an Mn31 ion
when aneg electron is present, andS53/2 is the total core
spin formed by the threet2g electrons. This factor~4!, yield-
ing an effective hole transfer amplitude

t̃ 5g S̄@S̄l#t, ~5!

was obtained averaging the transfer matrix element fo
single nearest-neighbor Mn31-Mn41 bond over all values
and directions of the total bond spinST ~cf. Refs. 9 and 16!.

Next, the percolative aspects of the metal-insulator tr
sition discussed above imply that, at least just abovexc ~criti-
cal concentration for the occurrence of the FM metallic st
at T50) or belowTc , there exist insulating~polaronic! en-
claves sparsely embedded in the conducting FM~Zener!
phase. Thus the FM phase occupies a volume smaller
the sample volume, i.e.,N( f ),N, whereN is the total num-
ber of sites andN( f ) denotes the number of ions in the F
phase. Of course the sizes and shapes of the insulating
croscopic islands are difficult to access quantitatively. F
simplicity, within our two-fluid approach, we assume that t
effective hole hopping amplitude has the valuet̃ inside the
conducting region@corresponding to the effective transpo
Hamiltonian ~28! of previous work16# and zero elsewhere
Using Fourier analysis, the homogeneous component of
spatially dependent hopping amplitude,t̄ 5(N( f )/N) t̃ , gives
the renormalization of the bandwidth, whereas the lo
wavelength Fourier components cause the scattering of
carriers. Naturally the size of the FM region, or equivalen
the ‘‘probability’’

p( f )5
N( f )

N
, ~6!
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has to be determined self-consistently~see Sec. II C!. This
introduces afeedback effect. Additional justification for the
assumed reduction of the bandwidth proportional to the fr
tion of the FM region can be obtained from the numeric
calculation of the density of states outlined in the Appen
for a simple tight-binding site percolation model witho
feedback.

B. Localized polaronic state

Let us denote the number of ions and localized elect
vacancies~holes! in the polaronic phase byN(p) and Nh

(p) ,
respectively. Of course,N(p)5N2N( f ) and Nh

(p)5Nh2Nh
( f )

hold, whereNh is the total number of holes, i.e.,x5Nh /N.
Then the energy gain due to the Jahn-Teller splitting on
calized electron sites without the influence of vacancies
weakened according to (N(p)2Nh

(p))E15(x2121)E1Nh
(p) ,

where E1 describes an effective Jahn-Teller energy in t
polaronic regions. At the same time, if a doped hole is loc
ized at a certain site, forming a small polaron, a breath
distortion may occur that lowers the energy of the unoc
pied eg level by the familiar polaron shiftEp52g2v0 ~see,
e.g., Ref. 66!, relative to its energy in an ideal structure.
addition, a reduction of the Jahn-Teller distortions in t
neighborhood of the localized electron vacancy takes pla
Both effects add up to an effective polaron binding ene
E2,0 per hole. Neglecting the exponentially small polaron
bandwidth, the polaronic phase, realized only in a fract
p(p)5N(p)/N of the sample, can be represented appro
mately by spinless fermions~holes! having the site-
independent energy

«p5~x2121!E11E2 . ~7!

As follows from a fitting of the resistivity data to a sma
polaron model,33 in the region 0.2,x,0.5, thex dependence
of the parameterE2 is rather weak, and therefore has be
omitted in Eq.~7!.

C. Self-consistency equations

The basic assumption of our mixed-phase scenario is
coexistence of metallic and insulating clusters with eq
hole density, i.e., in accordance with recent experimen
results60,32 ~see also Ref. 56!, we assume that there is n
large-scale separation of Mn31 and Mn41 ions in the CMR
doping regime. This means

x5
Nh

N
5

Nh
( f )

N( f )
5

Nh
(p)

N(p)
, ~8!

but, of course, in general we haveN( f )ÞN(p) and p( f )

Þp(p).
Denoting by^H& the energy of the entire two-phase sy

tem within mean-field approximation and byS the corre-
sponding entropy,F5^H&2TS is an upper bound for the
free energy. Introducing the grand-canonical potentials

V ( f )52
1

2b (
k,z56

ln@11eb(m2 «̄kz)# ~9!
3-3
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and

V (p)52
N

b
ln@11eb(m2«p)# ~10!

for holes in the FM and polaronic phases, respectively,

F5Nhm1V ( f )1V (p)2TS (s) ~11!

results, where

S (s)5kBN†p( f )
„~12x!~ ln n S̄@S̄l#2lS̄BS̄@S̄l#!

1x$ ln nS@Sl#2lSBS@Sl#%…1p(p)$~12x!ln n S̄@0#

1x ln nS@0#%‡ ~12!

represents the mean-field ion-spin entropy, and

n S̄@z#5sinh~z!cothS z

2S̄
D 1cosh~z!, ~13!

BS̄@z#5
2S̄11

2S̄
cothS 2S̄11

2S̄
zD 2

1

2S̄
cothS z

2S̄
D . ~14!

If we use, instead of the model~28!, the spin-dependen
transport Hamiltonian~29! of our previous work,16 assuming
that the correlations of the spin background change on a
scale that is large compared with the hole hopping freque
i.e., if we replace the effective hopping amplitude~5! by

t̃ ↓5
$S̄~11BS̄@S̄l#!%2

~2S̄!~2S̄11!
t, ~15!

the ion-spin entropy takes the form

S (s)5kBN$p( f )~ ln n S̄@S̄l#2lS̄BS̄@S̄l#!1p(p) ln n S̄@0#%.
~16!

At given temperatureT and doping levelx, both the or-
dering field for the FM state (l) and the size of the Zene
phase (N( f ), or alternatively the hole fractionNh

( f )) have to
be determined in aself-consistentway, minimizing the free
energy~11! on the hyperplanem(l,N( f )) given by

x5
1

2N (
kz

1

eb( «̄kz2m)11
1

1

eb(«p2m)11
. ~17!

After that, the magnetization~more exact the averaged spinz
component! can be calculated from

M5~12x!S̄p( f )BS̄@S̄l#1xSp( f )BS@Sl#. ~18!

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The changes in magnetization as a function of tempe
ture are shown in Fig. 2 for different doping levels. T
efficiency of the feedback effect is quite obvious. Omitti
the p( f ) factor in Eq.~3!, a rather smooth variation ofM (T)
results and the critical temperatures for the disappearanc
the Zener state,Tc(x), are too high as compared with th
10441
e
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experimentally observed ones. Combining percolative a
double-exchange mechanisms, within our simple two-ph
modelTc is reduced substantially. The magnetization alwa
exhibits a first-order transition, which reflects the behavior
La12xCaxMnO3. On the other hand, La12xSrxMnO3 shows a
second-order phase transition,67 but the drop ofM (T) at Tc
is very abrupt. It can be expected that the inclusion of a sm
but finite polaron bandwidth@instead of the localized leve
~7!#, softens the abrupt transition to some extent but in a
case we will find a rather sharp transition.

Naturally the bandwidth of charge carriers in the Zen

FIG. 2. MagnetizationM, normalized byM05S̄2x/2, as a
function of temperature T at various doping levels x
50.175, . . . ,0.4. Results are shown for the models with~bold
lines! and without ~thin lines! feedback using parametersE15
20.125 eV, E2520.25 eV, andW53.6 eV.

FIG. 3. Temperature dependences of the Zener band~shaded
region! and of the positions of the polaronic level«p and chemical
potential m ~a! without and ~b! with feedback. Results are
presented at x50.3 (E1520.125 eV, E2520.25 eV; W
53.6 eV). Dashed lines display the band edges resulting from
~15! instead of Eq.~5!.
3-4
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TWO-PHASE SCENARIO FOR THE METAL-INSULATOR . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 104413
state, displayed in Fig. 3 for a doping levelx50.3, reflects
the behavior of the magnetization. Without feedback
found a moderate band narrowing, whereas a radical shr
ing occurs in the feedback model, which can be traced b
to the collapse of the FM metallic region atTc . The use of
the spin-dependent hopping amplitude~15! leads to a modi-
fication of the bandwidth~andm! only for the scenario with-
out feedback. Here, temperature-independent band e
correspond to complete spin disorder. Including thep( f ) fac-
tor, both models~15! and ~5! yield nearly identical results
which again indicates the dominance of the percolative fe
back mechanism.

Figure 4 presents the central result of our work, thex-T
phase diagram of the percolative two-phase model. I
clearly beyond the scope of the present approach to acc
for the complete phase diagram of real manganites, wh
contains a great variety of charge-, spin-, and orbital-orde
states. The focus is on the doping region 0.15,x,0.5,
where at low temperatures a band-description seems t
appropriate. In this regime, the phase diagrams of Figs.~a!
and 4~c!, determined for some characteristic parameter s
describe the major features of the metal-insulator transi
lines in La12xCaxMnO3 and La12xSrxMnO3.68 Furthermore,
the absolute values of the critical concentrationxc(T50)
.0.17 and of the transition temperaturesTc agree surpris-

FIG. 4. Phase diagram of the mixed-phase Zener-polaron m
with feedback. The inset of~a! shows the fraction of the Zene
phase as a function of temperature. In panel~b!, the parameter
sets (E1 ,E2 ,W) in eV are filled circles (20.125, 20.2, 3.6),
filled diamonds (20.1, 20.25, 3.6), open circles~20.125,20.25,
4.0!, and open squares~20.125,20.25, 3.4!.
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ingly well with the experimental data. A comparison of pa
els 4~a!, 4~b!, and 4~c! shows that the magnitude ofTc at
high doping is mainly determined byE2, which accounts for
breathing polaron effects. This is in qualitative agreem
with PDF experiments,32,43 which indicate that the polaron
in highly doped La12xCaxMnO3 are rather of the conven
tional breathing type. Moreover, the dependence onE2 is
consistent with optical measurements36 pointing towards a
stronger electron-phonon coupling in La12xCaxMnO3 as
compared to La12xSrxMnO3. On the other hand, the value o
xc(T50).0.17, which in our theory is mainly controlled b
E1, in real materials is certainly also affected by oth
mechanisms, such as orbital and superexchange in
actions69 or changes of the lattice structure.70 As can be seen
from panel 4~b!, the phase boundary strongly depends on
bare bandwidthW. Clearly largerW promotes double ex-
change and therefore enhances the metallic region. Note
the above values ofW are consistent with estimates of th
bare bandwidth from kinetic energy.71

As illustrated with the inset in Fig. 4~a!, the low-
temperature phase contains, besides the FM metallic reg
finite domains of the localized polaronic phase (p( f ),1, and
accordinglyp(p).0), the fraction of which increases wit
increasing temperature. AtTc , there is an abrupt spill-ove
of holes between the delocalized and localized phases, w
drives the metal-insulator transition. Since the conductiv
is proportional to the number of delocalized holesNh

( f ) , a
dramatic change atTc results. In the insulating high
temperature phase, the band description breaks down,
the transport properties are dominated by incoherent sm
polaron hopping processes. For doping levelsx,xc , the sys-
tem behaves as a FM insulator with short-range polaro
correlations.46

IV. SUMMARY

Although the theoretical understanding of the CMR ph
nomenon is still incomplete, double-exchange, electr
phonon, and orbital effects are commonly accepted as
main ingredients. Based on an in-depth analysis of impor
new experimental information about the inhomogeneous
croscopic structure of the FM metallic state, we come to
conclusion that in addition mixed-phase tendencies and
colative behavior play an important role in doped mang
ites, in particular in the vicinity of the metal-insulator tran
sition. To simulate these effects, we have studied a sim
semiphenomenological model, describing coexisting
laronic insulating and double-exchange-dominated meta
phases with equal hole density. The fraction of localized a
delocalized states was determined self-consistently. Be
the transition temperatureTc , we found polaronic inclusions
embedded in a dominant macroscopic metallic phase.
approach, which is distinct from that of the electronic pha
separation concept involving states with different carr
density, provides an alternative explanation of the FM me
to polaronic insulator transition. The abrupt change, revea
in various electrical and magnetic properties atTc , was at-
tributed to a collapse of the Zener state mainly caused b
percolative feedback mechanism. AtT50 the transition is

el
3-5
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A. WEIßE, J. LOOS, AND H. FEHSKE PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 104413
driven by doping and occurs atxc.0.15–0.18. At finite tem-
peratures, disorder due to intrinsic inhomogeneities and m
netic scattering act in combination to reduce the mobility
the charge carriers. The calculated values ofTc agree fairly
well with the experimental ones. In conclusion, we belie
that a further elaboration of the proposed percolative mix
phase scenario, e.g., towards a direct calculation of the tr
port properties, may help to clarify many puzzling aspects
the CMR compounds.
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APPENDIX: PERCOLATIVE PICTURE

To support the assumption that the width of the cond
tion band depends approximately linearly on the fraction
the FM region@see Sec. II A, Eq.~3!#, let us consider a site
percolation model on a finite hypercubic lattice with 643 sites
and periodic boundary conditions. The lattice points are
cupied with probabilityp. Adjacent occupied sites will be
connected by a hopping matrix element. The density of st
of the resulting random tight-binding model,

Hp5(̂
i j &

tp~ci
†cj1cj

†ci !, ~A1!

tpP$0,1%, is determined numerically in two different way
using kernel polynomial and maximum entropy methods.72,73

On the one hand, we start from a single realizationHp and
determine 400 Chebyshev moments ofHp using 100 random
start vectors. On the other hand, we use 10 realizations oHp
and compute for each realization 200 moments from 50 r
dom start vectors. The results basically agree.

Figure 5 displays the~averaged! density of states for vari-
ous values ofp. Self-evidently,p now is simply a model
parameter, i.e., there is no feedback effect as considere
Sec. II A. A significant change of the spectrum around
site percolation threshold,pc.0.31, is observed. Belowpc ,
the DOS is mainly confined to the interval@22,2#, as for a
one-dimensional model, and mostly consists of isola
peaks with different spectral weight. This can be seen m
clearly from the steplike behavior of the integrated density
states, N(E)5*2W/2

E DOS(E8)dE8, shown in the lower
panel. The steps can be attributed to metallic ‘‘islands’’~fi-
nite clusters! containing delocalized electrons. They form
cluster comparable to the system size first atp5pc . Above
sh
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pc , N(E) becomes a continuous function and the DOS
evocative of that of a simple cubic tight-binding model b
with a reduced bandwidth. That is, although the percolat
cluster occupies most of the bulk, making the whole syst
metallic, smaller conducting and insulating regions are e
bedded into it. These enclaves act as small scattering cen
causing the band narrowing. The inset demonstrates the
most perfect linear dependence ofW on p, in particular at
largep, which in reality is the region of interest~cf. the inset
of Fig. 4!.

FIG. 5. Density of states~DOS! ~upper panel! and integrated
DOS @N(E)# for the tight-binding site percolation model with dif
ferent probabilitiesp50.1,0.3, . . . ,1. Theinset gives the bandwidth
as a function ofp.
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